BOE Policy - Section 5:128 --- MPCUD #23 Social Media Comments and Participation
Policy
By posting comments or other materials to official MPCUD #23 social media outlets, users give
MPCUD #23 the irrevocable right and license to exercise all copyright, publicity, and moral
rights with respect to any content users provide, which includes but is not limited to, using
submissions for any purposed in any form and on any media such as: displaying, modifying,
reproducing, distributing, creating other works from, and publishing submissions.
MPCUD #23 reserves the right to review all comments before they are posted, and to edit them
as seen fit. Additionally, MPCUD #23 reserves the right to reject or remove comments for any
reason.
In posting materials or comments to MPCUD #23 social media outlets, users agree NOT to:
1) Post materials determined by MPCUD #23 to be threatening, harassing, obscene, defamatory,
illegal, slanderous, or hostile towards any individual or entity.
2) Post confidential or personal information of any person other than yourself which includes but
is not limited to: phone number, email address, street address, date of birth ,etc… Users who
choose to post such information about themselves is done at their own risk and with the
knowledge that the information will be available to the public, and therefore subject to misuse by
the public.
3) Post materials that infringe on the rights of MPCUD #23 or any individual or entity, including
privacy, intellectual property or publication rights.
4) Post material that advertises, endorses, solicits, or promotes a commercial product, business,
membership, or financial need, except those which are officially sponsored by MPCUD #23.
5) Post chain letters, the same comment multiple times, or “spam.”
Users agree to indemnify and hold harmless MPCUD #23, its affiliates, directors, employees,
successors and assigns against any damages, losses, liabilities, judgments, causes of action, costs
or expense (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs) arising out of any claim by a third
party relating to any material such user has posted on MPCUD #23 official sites and social
media.
MPCUD #23 reserves the right to the following:
•
•

Permanent refusal of posts from specific email address or IP address, or through other
means as necessary, from individuals who repeatedly violate these guidelines.
Removal or editing of comments at any time, whether or not they violate these guidelines.

By posting a comment or material of any kind to MPCUD #23 official sites or social media, the
user hereby agrees to the guidelines set forth above.

